1. **JOIN** the Community of Scholars
   Engage with 625+ scholars working on Positive Organizational Scholarship topics at research institutions around the world.

2. **MEET** colleagues at AOM
   Attend our annual Gathering of POS Scholars breakfast to build community and generate energy about research possibilities.

3. **ENGAGE** with a POS microcommunity
   Take a deeper dive into meaning, positive relationships at work, or equity and diversity.

4. **ADVANCE** the field of research
   Participate in our biennial POS Research Conference to share and advance qualitative and quantitative research.

5. **SHARE** your early-stage research
   The Adderley Positive Research Incubator offers researchers a safe space (virtually) to share ideas in development.

6. **SUBMIT/NOMINATE** an outstanding POS article
   Award for Outstanding Published Article in POS submissions address key POS issues/themes, but may be based in any discipline.

7. **FOLLOW** our research
   Sign up for our newsletter, subscribe to our RSS feeds, or follow us on Twitter or Facebook to learn about new research and events.

8. **INTRODUCE** students to positive work/organizations
   Our database of nearly 30 syllabi help students to embrace human and social potential at work and in organizations.

9. **USE** POS resources in the classroom
   Integrate a tool or teaching case to help students learn to solve pressing organizational challenges.

10. **TEACH** through a positive lens
    Reference the materials shared in past AOM workshops on teaching with a POS perspective.